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In our last newsletter, we reviewed the utility of
benchtop Coefficient of Friction Testing for critical
clamp load applications. We also highlighted the
use of accurate Torque/Angle measurement on
fasteners tightened into production components
for quick and inexpensive tightening strategy
development. In this issue, we will discuss Ultrasonic
Clamp Load measurement for a more comprehensive joint analysis. There are also design tips on
coating selection for locknuts and tapping screws.
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Product Development Support from
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Torque/Angle/Ultrasonic Load Testing
For true in-service assembly validation, the clamping
force must be measured in the production application without any joint modification which would
affect the joint behavior. Inserting measurement
devices such as load washers can affect the friction
behavior and grip length of the joint.
Instead, our Engineering Center will measure bolt
stretch with an ultrasound wave and correlate that
stretch to the clamp force applied by the fastener.
Bolts are ground on both ends and a piezoelectric
transducer is glued to one end. Bolt stretch is
measured during assembly as a time-of-flight
change of the ultrasonic signal due to the lengthening of the bolt as it is tightened. Our Engineering
Center Lab will stretch bolts to a known load either
in a tensile machine or in a torque/tension load
cell, then correlate the load to the ultrasonic signal.
Once the correlation is established and verified, the
device is used to easily measure clamp force in an
application without the need to modify the joint.
This unaltered measurement is extremely valuable
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information to the designer and assembler. As
needed, we can even perform measurements in
your assembly plant using your production tools!
Contact your Applications Engineer or use the
contact info at the end of this newsletter for
torque/angle/ultrasonic load test inquiries.
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The important last thing to consider before signing off
on drawings for tapping screws or all-metal locknuts

Fasteners tend to be the last thing that is considered
in the design of many assemblies. Those of us that
work in joint design encounter all sorts of design
constraints due to this fact. In turn, it is often the
importance of the fastener coating that can be
overlooked in our haste to complete the assembly
design.

Zinc Phosphate Finish

Zinc Plate Finish

Zinc Flake Coated Finish

Coatings play an essential function, not only to
protect the fastener from corrosion, but also to
provide the lubricity required to ensure proper
assembly. The coating is particularly important when
specifying products such as all-metal locknuts or
self-tapping screws.

All-metal locknuts are nuts with a built-in interference fit thread, accomplished by deflecting the
threads either at the top of the nut or on the sides in
two or three locations. Some all-metal locknuts have
spring metal tabs at the top that flex inward toward
the mating bolt.
Thread Cutting Screw
Taptite Thread-Rolling Screw
Self-tapping screws 			
come in many different 		
thread styles but share 			
these common attributes:
the thread design and product hardness are such
that the internal threads are formed in an unthreaded
hole during product installation.

Both all-metal locknuts and self-tapping screws
exhibit inherent prevailing torque. This is the torque
required to install the fastener before the fastener
is fully seated and preload is generated in the joint.
However, problems such as thread galling and stripPAGE 2

ping are likely with improper coating selection.
This prevailing torque is also what gives the fastener
its “locking” ability, as it resists loosening forces
while the fastener is in service. For an all-metal nut,
prevailing torque is increased due to the interference
caused by the deflected nut threads. For a self-tapping screw, the increase is due to the forming of
internal threads in the mating material. Locknut and
self-tapping screw manufacturers do what they can
to control the characteristics of the supplied product
to ensure the prevailing torque is consistent from
part to part to ensure repeatability for a given
tightening strategy.
Self-tapping screws are often tested for the drive:
strip ratio. This is simply a comparison of the max
torque required during installation to form the
threads vs the torque measured as we continue to
tighten until failure of the assembly, usually thread
stripping of the softer mating threads just formed.
Generally, the assembly is designed for this ratio
to be no less than 1:3 to ensure a robust installation
process.

Thread Galling, sometimes referred to as coldwelding, occurs when the pressure between the
mating threads increases friction to the point of
heating the threads. The threads can become so
warm that the internal and external threads begin
to fuse together. If this goes unnoticed, the assembly
will seize up during tightening and the screw/nut
will not be able to be assembled or disassembled.
Due to added pressure from the locking threads,
all-metal locknuts are particularly susceptible to
galling, especially if the coating does not provide
enough lubricity.

Fastener Finish Type Considerations:

Listed below are design considerations to reduce
galling and thread stripping. All are affected by the
coating.
• Rundown Speed: Fasteners with prevailing
torque features do not react well to high speed
assembly. High speed during installation can
contribute to high friction and localized heating
of the threads and breakdown of the coating.
The appropriate speed will vary with the assembly,
but you will generally want to keep the rundown
speed to less than a few hundred RPM if not
slower.

– Plain Finish locknuts and tapping screws
must be supplied with a supplementary
lubricant. A consistent wax or oil can be
recommended by your GFC or MNP Applications
Engineer.
– Phosphate/Oil coatings are common for
fasteners. Make sure you get an oil that offers
consistent performance. Consider if the “wetness”
of the oil will be a problem for assemblers as
there are some dry/touch oils available.
– Zinc Flake Coatings are paint-like fastener
coatings popular for their corrosion resistance
and galvanic corrosion properties. These thicker
coatings are applied in a dip/spin application
process. Thicker coatings used on all metal
locks nuts and the mating bolt can affect the
prevailing torque performance of the system.
External threads are often undersized to
account for the thick coating present on either
the bolt or nut.

• Rundown Length: A long rundown length
(travel length to seat the fastener) will only add
to the micro-heating of the threads. Keep those
lengths to a minimum, but ensure enough thread
engagement with tapping screws to minimize
stripping.
• Thread Selection: Reconsider specifying those
fine thread pitch fasteners. The minor increase in
thread area and yield strength is often not worth
the aggravation of stripping and galling during
assembly. Stick to coarse threads where possible.

– For Electroplating, an added lubricant
should be specified in addition to the plating/
coating specification. Fastener specifications
such as ASTM F1941/F1941M offer options for
calling out a lubricant but you may want to be
more specific with your lubricant choice.

• Material Selection: Certain alloys tend to gall
when in contact with one another. Stainless steel,
aluminum and titanium fasteners are particularly
susceptible to this condition. Consult with your
materials experts and use proper coatings.

Many fastener manufacturers will recommend a wax
coating in addition to the specified finish and some
will even “package in wax” to avoid concerns with
galling and thread stripping.

• Coating Selection: There are specific
considerations when selected from some of the
common fastener finish types. We recommend
selecting a fastener coating with a coefficient of
friction (CoF) target rating below 0.16 for
all-metal locknuts and self-tapping screws.

Be sure to clearly specify a proper coating for these
important locknuts and tapping screws!

Contact our Engineering & Testing Center for support on any fastened assembly
Contact your Applications Engineer,
Click on this email link: gfengineer@genfast.com or Call: 248-307-0565
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